
PROJECT CALE  - ATLANTIC CASTRA 

The name is chosen in connection with the fact that in the whole Atlantic Space there is always the 

presence of the element Cal or Gal in the country names or languages. We have: Portugal (Portus Cale), 

Galicia (Spanish north-west region), Gaul (Gaulle: France), Wales (Gales) and in Ireland, the traditional 

language is, as it is known, the Gaelic, as well as the Gallo in French Brittany. Some authors claim that 

this is an Indo-European word meaning road or path. 

Castra is the latin word for the amazing Atlantic iron age fortified settlements. 

 

1) Objectives: Raise citizens awareness, particularly in the Atlantic Area, to the potential and the 

problems of the Atlantic heritage related to the Castros and the iron age.  

1a) Actions: The project will promote workshops on conservation, promotion and site 

management. The project will have implement the publication of a code of good practices. 

Finally it will promote the Implementation of the good practices in one site per partner. 

 

2) Objectives: Build a communication strategy for the Atlantic Castra and the iron age, that will 

allow information and knowledge to innovatively integrate the school universe of the Atlantic 

Area. 

2a) Actions: The project will define a strategy with the region schools, promoting training and   

presentations of Living History and traditional music and promote training and presentations on 

traditional sports competitions, 

3) Objectives: Organise platforms that will use the material culture of the Atlantic Castros and the 

iron age as a motivational element for creativity, aiming the development of creative industries 

and the establishment of a base of mutual gain, also for sustainable tourism.  

3a) Actions: We intend to implement workshops connecting modern designers and creative 

elements found in pottery, jewellery, rock art and architecture. The project will lead to the 

formation of a creative industry inspired in the Atlantic Castra and the iron age. 

 

4) Objectives: The project will start a permanent relationship between the primary tourism 

resources (attractions like the Atlantic Castra) and the secondary tourism resources 

(accommodation and other infrastructure to support the enjoyment of the first) in the Atlantic 

area. This will be done by establishing and maintaining a coordination platform between them, 

based on technicians and technology, continuing and deepening the existing Geographic 

Information Systems in the Atlantic Area. 

4a) Actions: The project will promote a inventory of accommodation and tourism operators, 

accreditation of tourism mediators, connecting existing SIG systems with the project.. 

 

Should you be interested, please contact:  

 

 

 
    

José Martins Telef: +351 253 422 

400 
Rua Capitão Alfredo 

Guimarães,1 

Relações Internacionais Fax:   +351 253 422 

426 
4800 - 019 Guimarães - 

Portugal 
email: jose.martins@cim-

ave.pt Ext. Voip: 101*1164 Site: www.cim-ave.pt 
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